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01 June 2022 – Having obtained several awards for the brand, Lollababy 

launched their brand-new Digital Bottle Warmer, following their success of 

their Nasal Aspirator, famously trusted by many parents even till this day. 

 

Designed for parent’s ease of usage when warming up baby’s milk, or any kind 

of liquid, the Digital Bottle Warmer beats the usual water-bathe warming 

method in many ways. “This time, we have created a new version of the 

bottle-warmer that is faster, safer, and even more fuss-free,” commented by 

Yvonne and Daniel, Lollababy founders.  

 

Taking into consideration the entire warming process, the main idea behind 

this innovation relies eminently on the goal to help parents not waste a 

precious second away from their child, as much as possible – and Lollababy 

aspires to aid with that. When situations such as missing their child’s first 

milestone happens, or even the guilt of being away from them, parents would 

take into importance to not miss out the precious moments. This product is 

innovatively developed because we know what is best as parents ourselves.  



Heats up liquid in 3 minutes 

 

With this version of the warmer not being portable, it is functionable only 

when it is plugged-in to a wall power source. This feature results in a faster 

warming process, warming up liquid in 3 minutes based on 120ml room 

temperature water testing. 

 

Standard Temperature Settings at 37 degrees Celsius 

 

To ease parents needing to choose through multiple degree settings, we have 

established a standard setting of 37 degree Celsius. This temperature is 

derived through observations and research on the best temperature the baby 

should drink from, and also maintains the milk’s nutrients. 

 

 

 

 



Retains heat for 30 minutes 

This digital warmer retains heat for 30 minutes to save the hassle from heating 

up again when they check back. With a million things going on in a parent’s 

day-to-day, there are times where parents forget, hence, this retention would 

come in handy.  

Blinking indication that the liquid is warmed up  

Instead of needing to check using different ways, the warmer now has a 

blinking feature that indicates the liquid has been heated to 37 degrees Celsius 

and is still retaining its heat. This feature is perfect for parents coming back to 

check on it, while they were away doing other tasks.  

 

The Lollababy Digital Bottle Warmer is retailing at $89 and is available for 

purchase at Lollababy’s official website (lollababy.com) from 1st June, with a 

special launch price at $69 till 3rd June 22. It will enter the retail stores and 

marketplaces (Shopee, Lazada) from 6th June onwards.  
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